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Abstract. When mining image data from PACs or clinical trials or processing large volumes of
data without curation, the relevant scans must be identified among irrelevant or redundant data.
Only images acquired with appropriate technical factors, patient positioning, and physiological
conditions may be applicable to a particular image processing or machine learning task.
Automatic labeling is important to make big data mining practical by replacing conventional
manual review of every single-image series. Digital imaging and communications in medicine
headers usually do not provide all the necessary labels and are sometimes incorrect. We propose
an image-based high throughput labeling pipeline using deep learning, aimed at identifying scan
direction, scan posture, lung coverage, contrast usage, and breath-hold types. They were posed
as different classification problems and some of them involved further segmentation and iden-
tification of anatomic landmarks. Images of different view planes were used depending on the
specific classification problem. All of our models achieved accuracy >99% on test set across
different tasks using a research database from multicenter clinical trials. © 2020 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.7.2.024501]
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1 Introduction

Image data curation, involving identification and labeling of relevant types of scans with con-
sistent acquisition parameters, is important for machine learning with big data and clinical trials.
Labeling of images meeting standardization requirements is vital in acquiring reliable research
findings from multicenter clinical trials1–4 since images collected from different sites are hetero-
geneous and variable in terms of the types of scans received. For example, each patient may
include image series from multiple time points and each time point could have multiple series
that can be redundant, irrelevant, or unusable. The traditional approach is to manually assign
the labels by reviewing each image series and selecting the best series to process that meets
standardization requirements. It is very time-consuming and prone to human errors. As such,
an efficient automatic image labeling method will be beneficial for large-scale clinical research.

Digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) is the standard format in medical
imaging and it contains a variety of scan parameters and other metadata. DICOM headers, e.g.,
series description, are extensively used to extract for labeling information. Nevertheless, DICOM
tags are often insufficient or unreliable due to manual entry or vendor discrepancies.5–9 To over-
come this limitation, image-based identification is crucial and different techniques have been
introduced.10–13 In recent years, deep learning has been widely used in medical imaging, espe-
cially for classification14–17 and segmentation.18–22 A five-layer convolutional neural network
(CNN) was used to classify the anatomical region scanned in computed tomography (CT)
including brain, neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis.23,24 Yan et al.25 used a multistage framework
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to recognize 12 different body parts by approximating bounding box of local patches. Similar
approach was applied to anatomical classification in MRI.26 Images of orthogonal planes
(axial, sagittal, and coronal) were used to build three independent CNNs and results were com-
bined to produce 3-D bounding box for each organ, such as heart, lung, kidney, and liver.27,28

Different organs and tissue were segmented on abdominal CT by a 2-D U-net like network to
quantify body composition.29

For a chest CT scan, we want to identify the scan direction (head first or feet first), scan
posture (prone or supine), whole lung anatomical coverage, contrast agent usage, and breath-
hold level [residual volume (RV) or total lung capacity (TLC)]. They are either not consistently
recorded in DICOM header or unreliable in clinical practice. These labeling tasks can be posed
as classification problems. Although there has been extensive image processing, classification,
and segmentation work applied to chest CT,30–32 to our knowledge, there is no related works on
this specific problem of classification for comprehensive scan labeling. Although these labels
seem basic for chest CT, they are labor intensive to assign for large data sets, and effectively and
correctly extracting them is crucial for data mining in clinical research.

A fully automated high throughput labeling method is proposed using deep learning to create
classification models for each. Our hypothesis is that each classifier can achieve>95% accuracy
individually in assigning its label.

2 Materials and Methods

In total, there are five labeling tasks to accomplish. All of them are posed as classification by
CNN and contrast detection and breath-hold identification will further require segmentation of
anatomic landmarks. For efficient processing of the 3-D CT data sets, 2-D images of different
view planes will be used.

2.1 Scan Direction

Patients can be scanned head first or feet first. Examples of head-first and feet-first coronal
images are shown in Fig. 1. Most chest CT analysis algorithms are developed expecting head-
first ordering of images.

Previous studies23–25 used axial slices to identify different anatomies, including brain,
shoulder, chest, abdomen, and pelvis; and thus scanning direction can be inferred by the aggre-
gated anatomical order. One challenge of this approach is the requirement of annotation on every
axial slice. Our approach rather uses the entire scan to determine the scan direction. A total of
1000 chest CT scans of different subjects from a research database comprising six clinical trials
were used, including two idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) trials, two chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) trials, one scleroderma trial, and one lung cancer screening trial.
Scanners from Siemens, GE, Philips, and Toshiba were used with varied reconstruction kernels.
Slice thickness and spacing is within (0.6, 3 mm). For each scan, a middle coronal slice plus 2
adjacent slices 10 pixels apart were selected for input to the classifier. All scans were confirmed
manually as being head-first and corresponding feet-first scans were generated by vertically

Fig. 1 Example coronal images of head-first and feet-first chest scans.
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flipping the original scans to form a balanced dataset (so each scan generated six samples, two
classes with three coronal slices each). In total, 6000 slices were used and they were split into
training and test set by 4:1.

As shown in Fig. 2, squeeze and excitation (SE)33 embedded DenseNet121 (SE-
DenseNet121) was used as the classification architecture. In DenseNet, each layer obtains
additional inputs from all preceding layers and passes on its own feature maps to all subsequent
layers. It contributes to strengthening feature propagation, encouraging feature reuse, and
substantially reducing the number of parameters. The SE architecture unit is a content aware
mechanism that aims to adaptively recalibrate or weight channel-wise feature responses by
explicitly modeling interdependencies between channels. It contributes to performance improve-
ment with little additional computation cost.

2.2 Scan Posture

Scan posture, face up (supine) or face down (prone), dependent on placement of the patient in the
scanner. Example sagittal images of prone and supine scan are shown in Fig. 3 with the vertical
lines representing the scanner table. Supine imaging is most commonly performed, for example,
in lung cancer screening; however, prone imaging is often performed in evaluating interstitial

Fig. 2 SE-DenseNet121 classification architecture.
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lung disease.34–36 When there are suspicious dependent opacities on a supine scan, it is highly
recommended to also capture corresponding image in the pone position since these dependent
opacities may resolve. Both axial and sagittal images can be used to determine if a scan is prone
or supine. We will use sagittal slices since it clearly depicts the relationship between entire spine
and table. The middle sagittal slice is an ideal representational image and two other sagittal slices
at ¼ and ¾ way through the body in the sagittal direction are also used in case the table is not
present in the image center. A total of 5000 scans (15,000 slices) of different patients from a
research database comprising 16 clinical trials (five IPF, four scleroderma, three COPD, two lung
cancer screening, one tuberculosis, and one lymphangioleiomyomatosis) were used in the train-
ing and test sets, formed with a ratio of 4:1. Prone and supine scans account for 50% in both sets
and the reference is from manual labeling. Scanners of different manufacturers were used and
slice thickness/spacing is within (0.5, 3 mm). The same SE-DenseNet121 was used as classi-
fication architecture in this task.

2.3 Lung Coverage

A chest scan can be defined as complete lung coverage if it includes the lung apex, intermediate
lung, and lung base. Example scans with complete and incomplete lung coverage are shown in
Fig. 4. Scans with only partial lung are not suitable for subsequent processing, such as lung and
lobar segmentation. Representative coronal slices, e.g., middle coronal slice, could be used to
identify the lung coverage; however, for scans where lung coverage is slightly incomplete, a few
coronal slices may appear complete. Therefore, we decided to use axial images to tackle this
problem. First, a deep learning mode was built to detect the presence of lung on each axial image.
After that aggregating individual slice labels to infer whole scan label. A complete lung coverage
scan should begin and end with “no-lung” slices and have “lung” slices in the middle, whereas
superior and/or inferior slices would be classified as “lung” for an incomplete lung coverage
scan. To build the model recognizing lung presence, 20,000 axial slices from 210 different
scans/patients were used with equal number of lung and nonlung slices. They are a collection
from two IPF trials and two COPD trials and all the scans have radiologist approved lung
segmentations that were used to determine individual slice labels. Scanners of various

Fig. 3 Example sagittal images of prone and supine scans.

Fig. 4 Example images with complete lung coverage, missing lung apex, and lung base.
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manufacturers were used and slice thickness/spacing is within (0.6, 3 mm). Training and test sets
were formed by 4:1 and the same classification architecture used in scan direction and posture
was employed again.

2.4 Contrast Usage

CT can be ordered either with or without contrast. Contrast CT is able to enhance the inten-
sity of target tissue, e.g., blood vessels and tumor and assist physicians by providing better
structural and functional information. The presence of enhancement has a considerable
impact on subsequent image analysis results. To identify the presence of contrast, the aorta
is an ideal anatomic location since enhancement can be observed persistently within the
vessels during early arterial phase and late arterial phase.37,38 For contrast scans, the intensity
within aorta is over 90 Hounsfield unit (HU), whereas noncontrast scan intensity is
<50 HU.39 Two example contrast and noncontrast scans are shown in Fig. 5. For contrast
detection, we begin with aorta segmentation. Descending aorta is preferred since it has a
relatively consistent circular shape beyond the aortic arch. From the aorta segmentation, the
mean intensity is computed to determine presence or absence of contrast. In total, 116 scans
(8447 slices) of 70 patients from one lung cancer screening trial were used, comprising 46
contrast scans and 70 noncontrast scans. They were acquired by scanners of multiple manu-
factures and slice thickness/spacing is within (1, 3 mm). Independent 500 slices (half contrast
and half noncontrast) were used as a test set to evaluate the segmentation performance. An
additional independent 500 scans with only scan level label (250 contrast and 250 noncon-
trast scan) were used as test set for contrast detection and they are a collection from five
clinical trials (two IPF, two COPD, and one scleroderma). More noncontrast scans, in which
the aorta has bad contrast with surrounding tissues, were used in building the segmentation
model to reinforce it. The reference segmentation of the training set was done by simple
threshold plus manual editing.

The previous classification architecture SE-DenseNet121 was extended to perform segmen-
tation by adding a decoder section to recover original resolution and achieve pixel-wise
segmentation.

As shown in Fig. 6, the segmentation architecture is composed of encoder and decoder
stagers. The down-sampling path includes four transitions down and four dense blocks
(256 × 256 to 16 × 16). Corresponding up-sampling path includes four transitions up and four
dense blocks (16 × 16 to 256 × 256). Each dense block includes four densely connected layers
and an SE block. Transition down includes (batch normalization, Convolution2D, maxpooling,
and SE block). Transition up includes (transposed Convolution2D, batch normalization,
SE block).

Fig. 5 Typical (a) noncontrast and (b) contrast enhanced scans.
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2.5 Breath-Hold Types

Patients are usually asked to hold their breath during scanning at full inspiration, i.e., TLC, or at
full expiration, i.e., at RV. Typically, inspiratory chest CT scans are the preferred imaging method
in patients with pulmonary disease, whereas expiratory scans sometimes are superior to dem-
onstrate some pathophysiological alterations. For example, TLC scan is commonly used in
evaluation of most diffuse lung diseases, including fibrosis and emphysema. On the other hand,
RV scan is ideal for the assessment of air trapping.40–42 Lung volume alone is not sufficient to
differentiate between TLC and RV since it is influenced by a variety factors, such as gender
difference, adult versus pediatrics, and pulmonary disease. Clinically, the compression of the
trachea is often used by radiologists to identify RV scans. It is characterized by the collapse
of carina and posterior wall of trachea bows forward.43–48 Some examples of TLC and RV axial
images were shown in Fig. 7. As such, breath-hold identification can be divided into three steps:

Fig. 7 Example RV and TLC scans shown in axial slice and the compression of trachea carina is
a characteristic of RV.

Fig. 6 SE-DenseNet121-based segmentation network. Dashed lines indicate skip connections
from down-sampling to up-sampling.
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(1) segmentation of trachea, (2) identification of carina, and (3) identification of RV or TLC
based on the shape of carina.

A total of 356 scans (32,298 slices) of 92 patients from two lung cancer screening trials were
used to build the trachea segmentation model. Of these, 176 were RV scans and 180 were TLC
scans. Images were acquired from scanners of different manufacturers and slice thickness/
spacing is within (0.6, 1.5 mm). Independent 1000 slices were saved for trachea segmentation
evaluation. The segmentation of the training set was done by intensity thresholding plus manual
editing, covering the main bronchi and left/right bronchus beyond carina. Because the ultimate
goal of trachea segmentation is to find the carina, it is not necessary to segment the whole airway
tree. The same SE-Denset21-based segmentation network was applied to build the model.

After segmenting the trachea, the carina is identified by searching slice by slice until the
bifurcation. In addition to the segmentation model, a classification model is required to differ-
entiate RVand TLC based on carina shape. To train the classification model with more samples,
multiple slices above the bifurcation will be used and this strategy also applies in the inference
stage using majority voting for final output. As a result, 1633 scans of 495 patients that is
independent of dataset of trachea segmentation were used, including 11,948 RV slices and
11,953 TLC slices and 20% of cases were used as the test set. They were collected from 11
clinical trials (four IPF, three COPD, one scleroderma, one non-small cell lung cancer, one lung
cancer screening, and one tuberculosis). The previous SE-DenseNet12 classification architecture
was used to differentiate RV and TLC.

Table 1 shows the number of training, validation, and test set on each specific task.

3 Data Preparation

Fivefold cross validation was applied in evaluation for all of the classification tasks. The same
image normalization and down-sampling was used in preprocessing. Every slice was normalized
by linear remapping of [−1000, 1000 HU] to [0.0, 1.0] and resized to 256 × 256.

Data augmentation was used, including rotation, translation, horizontal and vertical flipping,
rescaling, and options are varied across different tasks. For example, vertical flipping was
dropped in training the head- or feet-first model using coronal slices.

In the training of aorta and trachea segmentation, dice loss was used as loss function since
they are very small compared to the background. The optimizer was Adam49 with learning rate of
0.001 and decay rate of 1 × 10−4. Training of models was performed using a NVIDIATITAN X
with 12 GB memory and implemented using Keras50 with tensorflow51 backend.

4 Results

The specific accuracy on each classification task as shown in Table 2. The number of classes is
balanced in test sets of different classification tasks and accuracy was used as metric. The last
columns show the computational time for a chest scan with 300 slices.

Table 1 Number of training, validation, and test set by slice/scans.

Classification task Training set Validation set Test set

Scanning direction (head or feet first) (scans) 640 160 200

Scanning posture (prone or supine) (scans) 3200 800 1000

Lung presence detection (slices) 12,800 3200 4000

Aorta segmentation/contrast detection 6757 slices 1690 slices 500 slices/independent
500 scans

Trachea segmentation (slices) 25,838 6460 1000

Breath-hold types (RV or TLC) (slices) 15,297 3824 4780
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4.1 Scan Direction

The scanning direction model achieved 100% accuracy on test set and works even when the lung
coverage is incomplete in clinical practice. Figure 8 shows two cases from the public dataset
Lobe and Lung Analysis 2011 (LOLA11).52 One of them has partial right lung and the other has
only right lung. Figure 9 contains examples applying the model on low-resolution scans
(spacing ¼ 20 mm) and it still succeeded in differentiating the scan directions.

4.2 Scan Posture

The scan posture model achieved 99.5% accuracy on test set. Figs. 10(a) and (b) are the cases
where the CNN correctly identifies the posture even though the information in the DICOM
header tag is incorrect. There is a scan posture related DICOM tag called “PatientPosition,”
which is a relatively reliable, but as shown in Fig. 10 it is not always correct when the image
is flipped. Our CNN model could consistently recognize the posture despite of bed position.

Table 2 Test accuracy and speed of each task.

Classification task # cases Accuracy Scan of 300 slices

Scanning direction (head or feet first) 1200 slices/400 scans 100%/100% 10 ms

Scanning posture (prone or supine) 3000 slices/1,000 scans 99.5%/100% 10 ms

Lung presence/coverage completeness 4000 slices/42 scans 99.1%/100% 5 s

Contrast detection 500 scans 100% 5 s

Breath-hold types (RV or TLC) 4780 slices/326 scans 98.4%/99.3% 10 ms

Fig. 8 CNN inference on (a) a case with partial right lung and (b) a case with only right lung.

Fig. 9 Application on low-resolution scans (spacing = 20 mm).
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Figs. 10(c) and (d) show two cases with intermediate blank slices and the model is still able to
correctly identify the posture.

Figure 11 shows the application of scan posture model to three low-resolution scans
(slices pacing ¼ 20 mm) and their postures were all correctly identified.

4.3 Lung Coverage

The lung coverage model achieved 99.4% accuracy on identifying slice-based lung presence and
100% accuracy on lung completeness recognition. Figure 12 shows two incomplete lung cover-
age cases. The first row is an example with incomplete coverage of the lung apex (most superior
axial slices contains lung) and the second row corresponds to a case with incomplete coverage of
the lung base (most inferior axial slices contains lung).

The model is able to correctly classify slices as “no lung” containing only gut or intestines
instead of lung (central image of first row). Additionally, it is capable of correctly identifying
slices as “lung” with small amount of basal (central image of second row). Indicated by the

Fig. 10 Example scan posture detection by the proposed CNN. (a) and (b) Examples with incor-
rect DICOM header information. (c) and (d) Examples with intermediate blank slices.

Fig. 11 Scan posture model applied to low-resolution scans (spacing = 20 mm). (a) Sagittal slices
as input to the model and (b) corresponding axial slices to confirm that the CNN inference is
correct.
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coronal view of last column, using representative coronal slice, e.g., middle coronal slice, is
sometimes risky.

Although the lung completeness model achieved 100% accuracy, there are some misclassi-
fications by the lung presence mode. They are thin slices either from lung apex and lung base
are shown in Fig. 13. All of them were identified without lung presence (false negative, if
0 ¼ no lung and 1 ¼ with lung) by the model, which is in contrast with reference as indicated
by red circle in each case. Their slice thickness and spacing is 0.625 mm. It is challenging to the

Fig. 12 (a) A case with incomplete coverage of lung apex. (b) A case with incomplete coverage of
lung base.

Fig. 13 Examples of misclassified slices from lung apex and base by CNN.
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model since those slices only contain very small area of lung, especially when the image is noisy.
However, such misclassified 1 or 2 slice is unlikely to impact the overall lung coverage inference
unless an incomplete scan happens to start and end with that thin slice. On the other hand, even
they are identified with complete lung coverage, it will not significantly affect the subsequent
quantitative image analysis, e.g., lung segmentation and fibrosis scoring.

4.4 Contrast Usage

Since our ground truth does not cover the whole aorta, we evaluated the aorta segmentation based
on 500 slices and achieved a dice coefficient of 0.938� 0.12. In terms of contrast detection, the
system achieved an accuracy of 100% on the test set of 500 scans using 80 HU as threshold.
Examples of aorta segmentation on contrast and noncontrast scan are shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

Fig. 14 Aorta segmentation on a contrast scan and overlay image demonstrated by axial, sagittal,
and coronal views. (a) Raw image and (b) overlay with segmentation.

Fig. 15 Aorta segmentation on a noncontrast scan by the model.
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Figure 16 shows a noncontrast scan from LOLA1152 with a warped aorta that was success-
fully segmented by the model.

4.5 Breath-Hold Types

1000 slices were used in trachea segmentation evaluation and achieved dice coefficient of
0.948� 0.08. Figure 17 shows an example of trachea segmentation on a scan with spacing
of 1 mm.

Figure 18 shows trachea segmentation applied to a challenging case from LOLA11 with
tilted body.

After trachea segmentation, the carina is localized by searching slice by slice until bifurca-
tion. Using the label from previous scanning direction model, the search direction can be cor-
rected if a scan is feet-first. Figure 19 shows the identification of carina based on mask images.

Fig. 16 Segmentation on a noncontrast scan from LOLA 11 with warped aorta.

Fig. 17 Example trachea segmentation by the model.
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The breath-hold classification based on the shape of carina achieved an accuracy of 99.3% on
the test set. Example classified RV and TLC masks are shown in Fig. 20. The first row contains
three example masks of carina from RV scans and the second row contains three masks of
carina at TLC.

Fig. 18 Segmentation of trachea on tilted chest scan from LOLA11.

Fig. 19 Process to localize the carina through searching slice by slice.

Fig. 20 Classified mask images of (a) RV and (b) TLC scans.
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5 Discussions

The labeling tasks were able to be posed as classification problems and deep learning was shown
to be an ideal method to solve them. For individual labeling tasks, images of different view
planes were exploited to achieve both reliability and efficiency. This helped to mitigate the dif-
ficulty of annotating a large training set. Specifically for contrast usage and breath-hold detec-
tion, identification of anatomic landmarks (descending aorta and carina, respectively), allowed
us to tackle the problem using segmentation followed by classification, rather than by applying
deep learning to the entire image. As such, the contrast detection accuracy is largely dependent
on how accurate the aorta segmentation is and trachea/carina segmentation is critical for breath-
hold identification. Although a small annotated training set was used for aorta segmentation, it
demonstrated good performance on both contrast and noncontrast images. Data augmentation
techniques mentioned before were very helpful in preventing overfitting and it demonstrated
feasibility to build a robust model with limited annotation in medical imaging.

We did not assess 3-D quantitative segmentation with a large test set because we our ultimate
goal is not to segment the whole aorta or airway tree perfectly. In practice, annotating the entire
target for a large data set is very challenging and not necessary in this setting.

All models built with the SE-DenseNet121 architecture are generalizable and robust, working
on incremental (large slice spacing, e.g., >10 mm) and volumetric (high-resolution) scans, and
various lung pathologies. We used to be concerned about the scan direction and posture model
when applied to low-resolution scans since they were built using coronal and sagittal images,
respectively, and all training samples were high resolution (spacing < 3 mm). However, those two
models demonstrated reliable performance even when the slice spacing was 20 mm.

We observed that the aorta and trachea segmentation were robust even in very noisy scans
although they were trained only using diagnostic scans (∼15 mGy). Figures 21 and 22 show
application of aorta and trachea segmentation on an ultralow-dose scan (∼0.2 mGy, 1/75 of
training set dose) simulated by a CT reconstruction pipeline53 in our group.

Such robustness is not unique to segmentation model. Fig. 23 shows example application of
scan direction and scan posture model to ultralow-dose scans. Figure 24 corresponds to results of
lung coverage identification.

There are a few potential reasons for the models’ immunity to noise. First, the features
extracted by the deep network are very rigorous to noise perturbation. Second, the diversity
of the training set contributes to robustness of models, including various slice thicknesses, recon-
struction kernels, and cohorts from various trials. Finally, the extra noise introduced does not
change the original HU range of different tissues. Some limitations of this labeling pipeline

Fig. 21 Aorta segmentation on an ultralow-dose scan.
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should be noted: (1) It is built for chest CT, not for other modality, e.g., MR and PET. (2) The
proposed contrast detection method is based on the segmentation of aorta. As such, it is not
applicable to other vascular CT studies aimed contrast identification in pulmonary arteries.
(3) The identification of breath-hold is dependent on the shape of carina that is acquired from
trachea segmentation. For extreme cases with one lung resected, it is not possible to find the carina.

Automatic labeling enables further quantitative image analysis appropriate for the type of
scan identified. For example, we and others have developed deep learning models for lung

Fig. 22 Trachea segmentation on an ultralow-dose scan.

Fig. 23 Scan direction and posture detection on ultralow-dose cases.

Fig. 24 Lung coverage identification on an ultralow-dose scan.
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and lobe segmentation,54 quantitative analysis of emphysema,55 lung fibrosis,56 and nodule
detection.57 Future studies may involve testing the utility of the automated labeling as a driver
for such analysis systems.

6 Conclusion

The proposed automatic chest CT labeling pipeline was successfully applied to identify scanning
direction, scanning posture, lung coverage completeness, contrast usage, and breath-hold types.
Labeling accuracy from the classification models is sufficient for use in big data mining and high
throughput processing.
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